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The new normal for enterprises and organizations across the world is focused on
productivity in gig economic environments and adaptability to remote modes.
Leaders are looking to address the following concerns:
Where does my employee spends most of their time?
Are they aligned to their roles?
What are their distractions and engagement triggers?
What bottlenecks are they facing?
HCL’s productivity measurement tool, Nippon, offers end-to-end measurement of
productivity with its distinctive input and output data analysis. This productivity
measurement tool enables users to evaluate team performances by correlating the
measurements through a nine-cell matrix, mapping the input level with output level to
examine the most accurate scenarios and, in turn, put in improvement measures.

Nippon services catalog

Nippon Lite

Engagement tracking
Input effort tracking
Effort - output mapping
Organizational data sync capabilities
Employee device support
Data analysis and visualization
capabilities

Consulting
Services

Input effort tracking

Nippon Plus

Professional
Services

Due diligence and planning
Pilot for I/O measurement
Reporting and data analytics
Advisory on performance
enhancement

Engagement tracking

Initial installation configuration and
admin setup
Closing all product-related L1 and L2
issues
Committed to deliver transformation
Ensure enhanced productivity
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Nine-cell matrix
approach for productivity improvement
High Output Low Effort

High Output Medium Effort

High Output High Effort
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Leadership can identify true future leaders and have an overview of the
capacity utilization of their workforces.

Medium Output Medium Effort

Medium Output Low Effort

Medium Output High Effort

HR professionals can regulate work timings and conduct skill improvement or
counseling sessions if required.

Low Output Medium Effort

Low Output Low Effort

Low Output High Effort

Managers can monitor efforts and intervene with counseling or role alignment.
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Input/Effort

HCL's unique approach towards
productivity improvement –
Nine-cell matrix

X

This approach helps you bucket your
employees in nine different quadrants.
This approach imparts insights into the
scope and method of improvement required.
Just a glimpse into the nine-cell matrix helps us
understand that majority of its employees fall
under the Low Output-Medium Effort quadrant.
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Final KPI values

Y

Time

Employees belonging to this quadrant need counselling, coaching, and better time management skills.
Another chunk of employees fall under the Low Output-Low Effort quadrant. Continuous monitoring
for some time will help us take conclusive actions.
Likewise, this matrix helps approach productivity more holistically.
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HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL offers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through offerings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

www.hcltech.com

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of June 30, 2021, HCL Enterprise generates annual revenues of
US$ 10.54 billion and has 176,000 employees operating out of 50 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.com

